
Week Ten 

 

Hawkwell picked up their first win in the Mixed Second Division as they beat another side yet to 

enjoy a victory in Highlands. The 5-4 triumph was secured courtesy of Sophie Pearson and Andrew 

Strutt and Mike Smyth and Sue Mills both winning two rubbers with Matt Smyth and Caroline Trace 

grabbing the other. Marina Gare and Peter Brumwell won three perfect rubbers for the visitors with 

Heather Oakes and Martin Rainbow getting the other. 

Highlands only had to wait a few days for their first win though as they beat Greensward Seconds 7-

2 at home. Marine Gare and Peter Brumwell won all three rubbers again with Nikita Rainbow and 

Timothy Rainbow and Dawn Muggleton and Martin Rainbow winning two each. Tracey Carey and 

Ben Bradford and Vikki Walker and Conor Atay both won one each for the away side. 

In the division above, Greensward’s first team enjoyed a much better evening with a 9-0 victory over 

Westcliff Thirds. Tim Baskett and Tracey Haylett won three perfect rubbers with Andrew McMahon 

and Mandie Breed and Robert Dunn and Sara Thompson also winning three each. 

There were two games in the Ladies Premier with reigning champions Leighway easing past 

Chelmsford Casuals 6-0. Lynne Swan, June Hammond, Viv Gillard and Catherine Bailey made up the 

winning team. The other game was a 3-3 draw between East Thurrock and Westcliff. Andrea Lloyd, 

Victoria Burley and Adrienne Munro all won two rubbers each for the home side. Courtney Downey 

won all three for East Thurrock.  

In the division below three matches took place and Fitzwimarc made it four wins out of four with a 

4-2 away win over Eastwood Seconds. Mair Dew won all three for the visitors with Mandy Holland 

and Donna Venables getting the other one. Dawn Muggleton helped get the two points for the home 

side. Eastwood Seconds then won later in the week as they beat B & BP 6-0. Laura Whiteman, 

Lorene Roberts, Debbie Moon and Dawn Muggleton made up the winning Eastwood team. The third 

game in the division saw Fitzwimarc Seconds beat SLH Rayleigh 5-1. Kay Bailey and Liz Cullen both 

won all three rubbers for the home side. Jenny Webb and Sarah Hall got the one for Rayleigh. 

Finally, David Lloyd Southend edged past Fitzwimarc Thirds 5-4. Andrew McMahon and Graham 

Goodhall and Rohan Subasinghe and Nischal Tanna both won two rubbers with John Hodges and 

Liam Richardson winning the other. Craig Walsingham and Harris Foster won two rubbers with Mike 

Vardy and Adam Reader and Ian Moorcroft and Adam Peters both winning one each for the visitors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


